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LEWIS: Hello. In today’s programme, Marks and Spencer’s new contactless 

terminals are accused of taking payments silently before customers decide which card 

to pay with. If your flight arrives more than 3 hours late, you should get a payment up 

to £500 or so from any airline flying out of the EU or a European airline arriving in 

the EU, but enforcing your rights can be tough. The Jockey Club persuades punters to 

risk £15 million on the promise of a 7.75% annual return, but are retail bonds a good 

bet for small investors? And tax error in your favour, or not? Millions pay too much 

tax; a couple of million don’t pay enough. What to do if you get a letter from HMRC.  

But first, contactless cards. We reported on these on Money Box last week. It’s a new 

transaction method: you just place your debit or credit card on a terminal to make a 

payment of up to £20. But customers of Marks and Spencer have been complaining to 

us that its new card terminals have taken cash from the wrong card. The terminals 

take both Chip and PIN and contactless cards in one place, but before the Chip and 

PIN card is inserted the terminal may silently take a payment of up to £20 from a 

contactless card in a purse or wallet held nearby. Bob Howard’s been shopping. 

HOWARD: Yes, Paul. Last week Marks and Spencer announced it had completed 

the rollout of its new contactless terminals to its 644 stores with great fanfare. It said 

it had become the UK’s “biggest contactless retailer”. M&S says the terminals are 

supposed to work by a customer presenting their card within about four centimetres of 
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the front of the contactless terminal, but we’ve been contacted by a number of 

listeners this week who’ve said they’ve had a card debited in one of the company’s 

outlets which they hadn’t intended to use. Rosemary from Sussex experienced this 

when she went to the firm’s Chichester store last month and tried to pay with her 

regular Lloyds debit card. 

ROSEMARY: I put my card into the reader and the assistant was asking me whether 

or not I wanted cashback, and before I could answer the transaction came up as 

complete and the till issued a receipt. So I hadn’t put in a PIN at all at that stage. And 

I queried it with the assistant and she seemed rather puzzled and looked at the receipt 

and compared it to my card and realised that the numbers didn’t tally. In other words, 

obviously the amount had been debited from a different card other than the one I put 

into the machine. 

HOWARD: Rosemary recognised that the four digits on the till receipt belonged to a 

Smile card she had in her purse, which she was holding in her other hand. She hadn’t 

realised until then that this card was able to make contactless payments; and even 

when she realised it could, she thought her purse was about a foot away from the 

terminal when the payment was taken. Rosemary explained what had happened to a 

Marks and Spencer’s manager who asked her to try and repeat the transaction, so he 

could see it himself, and again the Smile contactless card was debited instead of the 

Lloyds card she’d intended to make the payment with. M&S refunded the two 

transactions and a third attempt to use the Lloyds card to pay was successful. But 

Paula from London ended up paying for the same items twice at Marks and Spencer, 

as she explained in an email to us. 

EMAIL FROM PAULA: I used my NatWest debit card and before entering my PIN 

number a receipt was printed. I told the cashier I had not entered my PIN and that my 

card was not contactless. The contactless transaction could not be cancelled. I retried 

with my debit card and the transaction went through. 

HOWARD: It was only a month later, when Paula looked at her bank statement, that 
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she realised that an HSBC card she’d had in her purse on that day in M&S was 

contactless and that she had paid on that card as well as her NatWest card. Paula 

returned to Marks and Spencer with her statement and it refunded her payment onto 

her NatWest card. But it’s not just Marks and Spencer customers who’ve experienced 

this sort of problem. Beatrix contacted us last week about a payment which was taken 

from her contactless enabled MBNA credit card in a Pret a Manger when she intended 

to pay with her NatWest credit card. She says the MBNA card was in her purse 

around thirty to forty centimetres from the contactless card reader, and again she 

hadn’t realised that that card had a contactless facility. Money Box spoke to the banks 

whose contactless cards had been debited in error. They said they explained what 

contactless cards were in accompanying literature when they sent them out and they 

said the effective range of the card was about five centimetres even though Money 

Box listeners have told of payments being taken from much greater distances. 

LEWIS: Thanks Bob. Martin Emms is a researcher into new payment formats at 

Newcastle University’s Centre for Cybercrime and Computer Security. This week he 

went to his local Marks and Spencer to see if he could replicate what had happened to 

our listeners. 

EMMS: I approached the reader with a card ready to pay, to put in the Chip and PIN 

machine, and my wallet in my other hand. And the first time I went up to the Chip and 

PIN terminal I made the normal Chip and PIN transaction; nothing was read from my 

wallet. But the second time I approached the terminal with the card in my left hand, 

when I got within about five centimetres of the left-hand side of the terminal, it took 

the payment out of my wallet and not from the card I was putting into the Chip and 

PIN machine. 

LEWIS: M&S told us when we first raised this issue that the field does not extend 

beyond the edge of the terminal, so it could only be taken if the card’s held above it. 

But that wasn’t your experience. 

EMMS: That certainly isn’t my experience. Near field communication is supposed to 
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work up to about five centimetres away from the reader, and if you’re placing your 

card to the side of the reader your intention isn’t to pay. The terminal’s actually 

working within the specification of NFC, but not within the intent (unclear). 

LEWIS: Were you surprised when this happened? 

EMMS: I was surprised because the field on most of these readers doesn’t seem to be 

as strong as the one that M&S are using. 

LEWIS: Listeners have had various contactless cards debited from further than five 

centimetres. One woman says it was a foot away. Could some readers and cards be 

that sensitive? 

EMMS: I don’t believe so in my experience. I definitely had to get my card within 

about five centimetres before it triggered and read. 

LEWIS: Martin Emms of Newcastle University. We asked Marks and Spencer for an 

interview, but the retailer said no. It said it would like to hear though from any 

customer who had paid on a card other than the one they’d intended to use, but it said 

it was confident its contactless payment system worked effectively. 

MARKS AND SPENCER STATEMENT: We’re very surprised to hear the 

comments from your listeners; we’ve had almost entirely positive feedback and 

take-up has been very strong. We tested our systems extensively both in labs and in 

stores and are confident they’re robust and fit for purpose. A contactless card can be 

read through material - for example a wallet - but the wallet would have to be 

presented to the terminal. 

LEWIS: The technology used by M&S is provided by Visa Europe. It told us that our 

customers reports were “extremely  unusual” and it was working with M&S and the 

acquiring bank to investigate the concerns. Pret a Manger said it hadn’t heard before 
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of customers experiencing these problems, but it was investigating and again it would 

like to hear from other customers who’ve had this happen. Richard Koch is Head of 

Policy at banking industry body UK Cards. He admitted that the banks and retailers 

may have to look at ways of improving the contactless system. 

KOCH: We’re very much in the initial stages of the rollout of contactless and we’re 

working very closely with them, monitoring very closely the sort of issues that are 

presented that might have impact on how they design the layout of their point of sale 

tills. Marks and Spencer’s, for example, did a trial in 25 branches and then rolled it 

out, and a lot of that was all about learning from the experience and improving the 

experience. Another very big retailer has made some amendments to the processes 

because it didn’t work for the customer. So this is all about you know absolutely 

finding the best possible way of using it. 

LEWIS: But that assumes they even know they have a contactless card. There is no 

warning anywhere either at point of sale or in the banks’ literature saying do be 

careful with these cards; money can be taken without you doing very much. 

KOCH: Indeed, but again I … 

LEWIS: Well don’t you think it should be? 

KOCH: I think you know we can look at the guidance we provide to customers. 

We’re trying to work with our issuing members to improve the quality of information 

provided to card holders and this is something that we could look at. 

LEWIS: Richard Koch from UK Cards. And remember contactless payments can 

only be taken for goods totalling up to £20. Do make sure though that any contactless 

cards you don’t want to use are kept well away from contactless terminals And some 

listeners have said that’s particularly true in London buses. If you have a freedom 

pass for the over-60s, a bus fare of £1.35 may be taken from your contactless card if 
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you put your whole wallet on the payment pad. 

Air passengers whose flight arrives more than 3 hours late are entitled to 

compensation under European law. They should get between 250 and 600 euros (£200 

to about £500) depending on the length of the flight. The rule applies to any flight 

leaving an EU airport and also flights on EU carriers arriving in the EU. So far, so 

relatively simple: the flight’s 3 hours late after leaving an EU airport or late into it 

with a European carrier, bung in a claim. And claims in theory can go back to 2005 

under the regulations, but many people are not finding it that easy. Joanna Marshall 

contacted Money Box after delays of more than 20 hours each way on flights to and 

from Mexico with Thomas Cook. 

MARSHALL: We were flying from Gatwick to Mexico for a 2 week holiday in 

November last year. Our outbound flight was delayed 29 hours and then our inbound 

flight was delayed for 24 hours. So I wrote to Thomas Cook. We had several emails 

back and forth. They offered me travel vouchers for £1,000, which I declined because 

I knew I was entitled to cash, and they sent me a cheque for the cash compensation 

which subsequently bounced. After they failed to sort that out, I’ve taken them to the 

small claims court. We’ve had 20 emails back and forth and it still hasn’t been 

resolved.  

LEWIS: And Kevin Wragg was delayed 20 hours on a 90 minute flight from Austria 

to England in 2008. Frustrated by getting nowhere with his claim, Kevin went to the 

Civil Aviation Authority. 

WRAGG: Thomson have written back to me saying that because the flight was more 

than 2 years ago that they weren’t able to process my claim. They dispute the 6 years 

from the European Union and say that, as far as they’re concerned, it only goes back 2 

years. However the CAA said because my flight was taking off from Salzburg in 

Austria back to London that I should write to the Austrian Civil Aviation Authority, 

which I have done so, but they have then since come back and said because the flight 

was more than 3 years ago the Austrian authorities are not able to assist. 
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LEWIS: Ian Osborne is Group Director of Regulatory Policy at the Civil Aviation 

Authority, the CAA. I asked him what they did. 

OSBORNE: We provide a mediation service in individual cases. We don’t have 

powers to compel, but usually when we get involved and look at a case and we tell an 

airline that they ought to be paying out usually they do. 

LEWIS: Why is it a case for mediation though because the rights are laid down in the 

European law and surely if you have those rights then the airline has to pay? 

OSBORNE: In law when an airline’s whole policy is wrong, at that point we do have 

legal powers to step in and we do sometimes. But not in individual cases. Individual 

cases, it’s only by court action they can be legally compelled. And mostly we can sort 

it out even though we don’t have the legal power. 

LEWIS: So how many cases do you deal with and what success rate do you have? 

OSBORNE: Until 6 months or so ago, we were getting 2,000 or 3,000 claims a year. 

Now it’s looking more like 8,000 or 10,000 claims a year because I think both the 

court has confirmed that people have got rights and people are more and more aware 

of them. 

LEWIS: So out of those 2,000 to 3,000 cases a year you have been having, how 

many have been successful? 

OSBORNE: Of the ones that we’ve upheld pretty much all of them. We find a bit 

less than half of the cases are ones where compensation should be paid. 

LEWIS: And Kevin Wragg says that he was told by the Civil Aviation Authority that 

it wasn’t your job; he had to go to the Austrian equivalent because his flight 

originated in Austria. Is that correct? 
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OSBORNE: It is correct. For a flight that takes off within the EU, it’s the place 

where you’re flying out of where you have to take up your case.  

LEWIS: But very often nowadays we don’t book returns, do we? We fly from 

London to Austria and then Austria back to London, so you’ve got two flights. So if 

both are delayed, you might have to go to separate authorities to enforce your rights. 

OSBORNE: Sadly that’s the case and we have been working quite closely first of all 

with the European Commission to get some clarity about things like what’s the 

deadline for application, and we understand the commission is going to issue a 

communication to get that really clear. 

LEWIS: Would you like more power so you could actually enforce all payments 

rather than just hope that the airline will agree with what your mediators find? 

OSBORNE: When we tell the airlines that it is their fault and they should pay, they 

do. 

LEWIS: That’s not been the experience of everybody that’s been in touch with us. So 

what percentage of cases where you think it’s their fault and they must pay are 

actually paid up? 

OSBORNE: Pretty much a hundred. 

LEWIS: Well that was Ian Osborne from the Civil Aviation Authority. Live now to 

Salford to talk to Kevin Clarke. He’s a lawyer and Head of Aviation Claims at the 

solicitors Bott and Co. Kevin Clarke, why do people need a lawyer like you if the 

CAA, as they say, solves everyone’s problem? 

CLARKE: I’m frankly staggered by the comments of Mr Osborne. I don’t see how 

he can possibly substantiate those. We actually made a freedom of information 
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request around comments made by Mr Osborne on Watchdog last week and I strongly 

suspect we’ll probably be doing another one on Monday morning. The Civil Aviation 

Authority rather proudly proclaim that they’ve recovered £85,000 in the last 6 months 

on behalf of passengers. The numbers don’t stack up. We’ve been live as a 

department since 21
st
 February and we’ve actually recovered approaching quarter of a 

million pounds with less claims in less time from a standing start.  

LEWIS: We’ve heard of people having problems making the airlines pay up even 

when they seem to have a fairly clear claim under the regulations. What is the 

enforcement mechanism for these European regulations? What do you have to do to 

make a reluctant airline pay up? 

CLARKE: Unfortunately court proceedings are the only recourse for people. The 

Civil Aviation Authority will give you a ruling, but they will not enforce it. The 

regulations do empower the aviation authorities to enforce those regulations, but 

unfortunately they fail to do so. We’ve published an interview on our website with 

Frank Laurent from the EU Commission where he expresses his dismay about the 

aviation authorities and they’re looking to refine the regulations in 2015 to ensure that 

the authorities do enforce properly. 

LEWIS: And one of the things people find confusing are the time limits. We’ve 

heard of a number just in the course of this short item. What are the time limits for 

making a claim? How far back can you go? 

CLARKE: For UK passengers, for UK consumers, the limitation period is 6 years. 

The regulations aren’t sufficiently clear around limitation and I’m relieved to hear Mr 

Osborne say that they are seeking to clarify that. There have been cases heard within 

the ECJ around this limitation issue and they say you go back to your national rule. 

Ours is the Limitation Act 1980 and that says 6 years. 

LEWIS: And Kevin Clarke, you pursue these cases on a no win no fee basis. 
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Obviously if you win, you take a fee - about 27%, I think you told me earlier. Now 

why can’t people just go to the small claims court, as our listener did, and pursue this 

themselves? They’ll pay far less, won’t they? 

CLARKE: They absolutely can do that. We pursue these claims via the small claims 

court ourselves in relation to that. Our stance from day one has been that people 

absolutely should try to do this themselves. They should initiate contact with the 

airlines, by all means seek a ruling from the CAA. But in the event that you do find 

that you’re hitting a brick wall, that you aren’t being paid and you are being ignored, 

we are here to help in that respect. 

LEWIS: Kevin Clarke of Bott and Co, thanks very much indeed. 

Inflation is around 3%, the best returns on savings about maybe 2.5% before tax, so 

no wonder people are tempted by offers of much bigger returns. The Jockey Club, 

which regulates horse racing in the UK, persuaded punters to gamble £15 million on 

its retail bond which promises a 7.75% annual return for 5 years, though 3% of that is 

in vouchers to use at its 15 racecourses. Nuffield Health is another one, a not for profit 

organisation. It’s just offered 6% on a bond over 5 years. Live now to Justin Modray 

who runs Candid Money. Justin Modray, rates like this sound attractive and indeed 

many Money Box listeners I think have been attracted to them. What are the risks? 

MODRAY: Well they sound attractive, Paul, but the big problem with these things, 

they’re very, very different from a savings account. In a savings account your 

money’s safe and even if the bank does go bust, the compensation scheme will step in 

and protect you up to £85,000. That doesn’t apply to bonds. In particular bonds are 

more risky because if the company concerned can’t afford to pay your interest or 

indeed the money you lent them when the bond matures, you basically could lose the 

lot. So not to say that will always happen, but nevertheless there is a risk there. 

LEWIS: Yes I mean these companies, I mean both of these companies seem fairly 
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profitable and fairly successful - or at least they’re trading well. So it doesn’t seem 

that much of a risk and the returns are pretty big, aren’t they? 

MODRAY: Well yes and no. I mean the return on Nuffield is 6%, which obviously is 

about 3% above the best savings rate, so that on the surface looks very good. Jockey 

Club has a headline rate of 7.75%, which sounds amazing, but of that about 3% is 

basically a benefit if you like. It gives you a credit to spend at racecourses. So if 

you’re an average racing fan that goes to races, spends a lot anyway, then maybe you 

know arguably that 3% is worthwhile, but obviously if you’re just looking at the pure 

investment it’s really 4.75%, which is far less attractive. 

LEWIS: Yes. And do you think this kind of thing is suitable for a small investor 

who’s just trying to beat inflation and maybe otherwise would have their money in 

cash? 

MODRAY: I’d be very nervous. I mean if you really are a cautious investor, I’d say 

stay away from these. And, as you mentioned Paul, you know potentially these bonds 

could work out very well, the companies are profitable, but there’s no guarantee of 

that. And part of the problem is it’s very, very difficult as a private investor to actually 

get under the bonnet of these investments and see exactly what the risks are. Unless 

you understand the companies involved very well and you can read their accounts 

quite comprehensively, it’s very, very difficult to know exactly what the real picture 

is.  

LEWIS: And look at their pension liabilities too, I suppose? 

MODRAY: Exactly. I mean again if they have final salary schemes, which both 

Nuffield and Jockey Club do, again if there’s another stock market downturn, that 

could hit them and that again could maybe affect their profits which in turn then 

affects their ability to pay interest. 
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LEWIS: Justin Modray from Candid Money, thanks very much. Listening to that in 

the studio with me is Patrick Armstrong. He’s Joint Managing Partner, Armstrong 

Investment Managers. Patrick Armstrong, people clearly attracted by those retail 

bonds. If someone has money to invest and they want to beat inflation, what kind of 

things would you suggest? 

ARMSTRONG: Well it’s quite difficult right now, especially if you’re a cautious 

investor. Because of the monetary policy and the Bank of England doing their 

quantitative easing, you’re losing real value by investing in government securities. 

The real growth in the world right now is in emerging markets and that’s one of the 

few areas left in the world where you’re getting a return above inflation. Emerging 

markets generally have much better economic growth, they have inflation of about 

5%, and you can actually buy inflation-linked bonds on emerging market countries for 

inflation plus 1% to 2% right now. So that’s an area where you are getting a return 

above inflation. 

LEWIS: And what’s the safety of those? What’s the risk, I should say? 

ARMSTRONG: Well the risk is that they are emerging economies, there’s less 

corporate governance. The Government, the rule of law maybe is not as strict as it is 

in developed countries. But that’s where the growth is and that’s where the returns 

above inflation are. You can do it through an exchange traded fund. State Street 

launched an exchange traded fund that gives you access to an index, a diversified 

index of these type of bonds 2 weeks ago. 

LEWIS: And what about charges? We often talk about charges when people invest. I 

mean you’re going to be paying charges on that, aren’t you, and often those charges 

can be quite high if it’s a risky fund? 

ARMSTRONG: Well it’s an ETF, exchange traded fund. It’s got a 0.5% fee, so 

that’s per annum, and you’re picking up a return of about 1.5% above inflation. So 
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even with that fee, you’re still getting a real return above inflation. 

LEWIS: And does it matter how long you want to invest your money? We often 

think the time horizon you invest for is important. If it’s a year or if it’s 10 years, you 

make different decisions. 

ARMSTRONG: Yeah and if it’s 10 years, I think you can even start to look outside 

of traditional safe haven fixed income assets because of the very low yields and start 

to diversify into other asset classes. If you’re just looking at the FTSE 100, you’re 

getting a dividend yield of 3.5% right now, so even if there’s no capital growth for the 

next 10 years on the FTSE, you’re getting a yield which is slightly above inflation.  

LEWIS: So you’d be keen on that for people who got a longer term? 

ARMSTRONG: Longer term, I think that does make a lot of sense just because 

bonds, I believe, are incredibly overvalued and you will see higher interest rates 

towards the end of this decade. 

LEWIS: Right and you think that yield on shares will remain even over a few years? 

ARMSTRONG: All the central banks of the world are making sure that money is 

being printed, liquidity is there. There will be capital growth at some point and I think 

you’re better playing along with the central banks than fighting them and buying the 

bonds they’re trying to coax you not to buy. 

LEWIS: Patrick Armstrong of Patrick Armstrong Investment Managers, thanks very 

much indeed. 

Now Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs announced this week that 5.5 million 

taxpayers with jobs or pensions had the wrong tax deducted from them in 2012/13. It 

stressed this wasn’t an error, just the normal process of PAYE reconciliation after the 
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year end. Two million people will find they have to pay extra tax - around £400 to 

£500 each typically - and that will be taken by changing their tax code this year. 3.5 

million will be getting a refund, probably slightly less than those amounts. With me is 

Anita Monteith of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales. Anita 

Monteith, 3.5 million paid too much; 2 million didn’t pay enough. How will that be 

adjusted? How will you get the money back or pay it to the Revenue? 

MONTIETH: Well Paul, this is more of the same. In 2009 HMRC turned on its new 

computer system, and the purpose of that is to do these PAYE reconciliations for 

individuals every year. I think a lot of people don’t realise that PAYE is not an exact 

science; it’s just an attempt of HMRC to collect more or less the right amount of taxes 

together. 

LEWIS: It’s a way of collecting, not assessing, isn’t it? 

MONTEITH: Exactly, quite, and unless you do a self-assessment tax return then you 

won’t be paying the right amount. 

LEWIS: And what goes wrong? What are the bits of information that make the tax 

wrong at the end of the day? 

MONTEITH: Well increasingly people have more than one job, so perhaps HMRC 

is slow to adjust their PAYE code for each of those jobs, so that can be a problem. 

People who receive the state pension if they continue to work or if they have multiple 

pensions, the PAYE system can’t cope with the state pension, which is paid by DWP, 

not HMRC. So all of that confuses the system. 

LEWIS: Now we’ve been told by the Revenue on this programme that this new real 

time information system where they will be reporting every time they pay you during 

the tax year, not just once at the end of the year, is going to solve this problem. Will 

it? 
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MONTEITH: It will help, but the RTI, Real Time Information system, only started 

this April and some of the large employers aren’t on it yet. The other thing is that not 

all your income is subject to PAYE, and the big change this year of course is the high 

income child benefit charge where people may have to pay back some of their child 

benefit. 

LEWIS: And if they’re in that bracket, they have to do self-assessment, don’t they? 

MONTEITH: They do and they have to tell HMRC and get a return sent to them. 

LEWIS: Anita Monteith, thanks. And by the way, if you get an email saying it’s from 

HMRC about the tax refund, it’s not. It’s a phishing exercise.  

That’s it for today. More information and links on our website: bbc.co.uk/moneybox. 

Download the programme, listen to past episodes, send us your ideas - as so many of 

you do. Some people suggesting wrapping your contactless cards in aluminium foil, 

which I do believe works. Vincent Duggleby’s here on Wednesday with Money Box 

Live, this week taking questions on raising money against the value of your home: 

equity release. I’m back with Money Box next weekend. Today the reporter Bob 

Howard, producer Lesley McAlpine. I’m Paul Lewis. 


